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WILF

 Ideas for a clear ending to your story;

 Crisis solved and any questions answered.

WALT: plan and write your ending.

How will your story end?

Today you will finish your Roman story.



Story Ending Questions

Will you have a happy 
ending?

Will you have a 
cliffhanger ending?

Will you have a sad 
ending?

Will there be a 
surprising ending to 

your story?



Will you have a happy ending?

Will there be a cliffhanger?

Will you have a sad ending?

Will there be a surprising 
ending to your story?

Cato was lost, never to find 
his way home again.

Just as he thought he was 
safe, there staring into 

Felix’s eyes was his furious, 
red-faced master…

Aurelius could not believe that he 
had discovered this huge pile of 
gold! He was rich beyond his 

wildest dreams.

Julius still smiles when 
thinks back on his 

adventures in the market 
place that day and how 
they changed his life for 

the better.

Story Ending Ideas



Complete the ending box on your plan. Add notes only!



Rubbing his eyes, …

Slowly, …

… could not believe …

… knew that from that moment ….

This day would …

You could use these sentence starts to get you started:

WALT: write and write an ending paragraph.



WAGOLL
What A Good One Looks Like

Rubbing his eyes, Matthias saw many glittering objects lined inside the magpie’s nest. 

Matthias could not believe what he saw, lost goblets, stolen coins, missing bracelets, 

vanished headdresses… all here! He rushed back to the baths, his arms piled with gold as 

a crowd of excited masters and servants alike gathered around him. He explained the 

afternoon’s mysterious events before reuniting grateful masters with their missing 

belongings. From that day forward, Matthias would always be known as a local hero and 

returner of the lost treasure!


